Abstract: A compact, tunable linear optofluidic Bragg filter is simulated, designed, fabricated, and characterized. The device consists of a nanocavity sandwiched by two symmetrical film stacks made of high-and low-refractive-index dielectric materials. The fabrication parameters are simulated by using the commercial software Essentical Macleod. The resonant wavelength can be linearly shifted by up to 34.8 nm when the refractive index of the liquid injected into the Bragg nanocavity varies from 1.333 to 1.51. Meanwhile, the filter has a narrow bandwidth of 1.1 nm and a very high extinction ratio of -20.2 dB with the sensitivity ( λ/ n) of 374 nm/RIU.
Introduction
Photonic crystals, the dielectric refractive index of which periodically changes in space, were first defined by Yablonovitch [1] and John [2] in 1987. Since then, an increasing number of researchers have shown great interest in photonic crystals. The periodic structure of photonic crystals can generate a photonic bandgap in which the propagation of electromagnetic waves is prohibited. Electromagnetic waves with frequencies in the photonic bandgap can be reflected with a high efficiency by photonic crystal materials, which is useful for many applications including dielectric mirrors and optical filters [3] , [4] .
An ultra-narrow band transmission filter, also known as a Bragg filter, can be realized by inserting a multilayer dielectric film stack, as a simple 1-D photonic crystal structure, into a dielectric layer, which breaks the periodic structure. The characteristics of the reflection spectrum of the Bragg filter are closely related to the properties of the defect layer, such as its refractive index and thickness. The quality of the transmission peak in the band gap and the resonant wavelength are dependent on the donor impurity concentration of n-Ge and the thickness of the defect layer [5] .
Many researchers have attempted to realize a tunable Bragg filter consisting of a periodic dielectric film by changing the thickness and refractive index of the defect layer. For instance, piezo- electric materials [6] , doped semiconductors [7] , magnetic materials [8] , liquid crystals [9] , and phase-change materials [10] were used as defect layers to tune the resonant wavelength. Recently, our research group fabricated a wedge-shaped defect layer by using the ion-beam etching method, in which the resonant wavelength varied as a function of spatial position [11] .
Over the last two decades, optofluidics has integrated photonics into microfluidic systems and presents new possibilities for developing lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices. Optofludic systems have been demonstrated to show excellent performance, including high sensitivity, reconfigurable capability, and compactness [12] - [14] . Due to the combination of photonics and microfluidics, many optofluidic devices have been developed with powerful tunability, such as tunable gratings [15] , [16] , tunable diffraction gratings [16] , variable optical attenuators [17] , tunable guided-mode resonance filters [18] , tunable microlenses [19] , and tunable limiting devices [20] .
Recently, some optical filter integrated optofluidics technology have been present, such as antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide [21] , [22] , liquid-crystal microflows [23] , and optofluidic Bragg filters [24] - [26] . The performance of the Bragg filters based on 1-D photonic crystal has two criteria: 1) narrow linewidth and 2) high extinction ratio. Narrow linewidth and high extinction ratio are preferred for high resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio. However, narrow bandwidth and high extinction ratio are not always available in the optofluidic filtering devices [27] , [28] . In this paper, an optofluidic Bragg nanocavity filter consisting of periodic multilayer dielectric films is designed and fabricated. The designed filter can realize a narrow bandwidth of approximately 1.1 nm and remarkably improve the extinction ratio.
Operation Principle
In the designed tunable optofluidic Bragg filter, alternate Ta 2 O 5 and SiO 2 films can be expressed as (BA) N BDB(AB) N , where D is the liquid defect layer and (AB) N is the host photonic crystal with A and B being the high-and low-refractive-index layers, respectively, and N being the stack number. The structure is shown in Fig. 1 . A nanocavity is sandwiched by two fused-silica substrates with a multilayer dielectric film stack. An inlet and an outlet locate on the top of the filter. A liquid injected into the nanocavity functions as a defect layer and breaks the one-dimensional periodic-photoniccrystal structure. A narrow-band transmission filter can be realized and the resonant wavelength can be shifted with the change of the refractive index of the liquid. The resonant wavelength can be confirmed according to the phase-matching condition, which is expressed as follows [29] , [30] :
where n and d are the refractive index and thickness of the defect layer. m is the phase of the defect layer and k is an integer. ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are the phases of the Bragg layers above and below the defect layer, respectively. According to (1), the resonant wavelength varies with change of the refractive index when the film structure is determined. Accordingly, the resonant wavelength changes if the liquid of different refractive index is injected into the nanocavity.
Optofluidic Bragg Filter

Design of Optofluidic Bragg Filter
The resonant transmittance and bandwidth are related to the reflectivity of the upper and following interfaces of the defect layer. Per Macleod's theory [21] , the transmittance and the ratio between the full-width-at-half-maximum bandwidth (linewidth) and resonant wavelength depend on the reflectivity of the Bragg layers above and below the defect layer and are expressed as follows [29] , [30] :
where R 1 and R 2 are the reflectivity of the upper and the following interfaces of the defect layer. Fig. 2(a) shows the relationship between the resonant transmittance and the reflectivity of the Bragg layers. The resonant transmittance increases with the enhancement of reflectivity of the Bragg layers. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the ratio between the linewidth of the resonant component and the resonant wavelength with the change of the reflectivity of the Bragg layers. The linewidth of the resonant component decreases as the reflectivity increases. Thus, the high transmittance and narrow linewidth can be achieved by increasing the reflectivity of the Bragg layers. In addition, it is preferred to have the same reflectivity of the Bragg layers above and below the defect layer in order to achieve high transmittance and narrow linewidth.
According to the analysis of the resonance in the defect layer, the reflectivity of the Bragg layers has significant influence over the linewidth and the transmittance of the resonant component. In the following analysis, the Bragg layers above and below the defect layer of the same structure are considered. Fig. 4(a) shows the spectra as a function of the stack number. The spectra are calculated for the stack numbers of 2, 4, and 6, respectively. The resonant components with the linewidth of 20.8 nm, 3.9 nm, and 0.84 nm are achieved. The linewidth shrinks with a negative exponential decay as the increase of the stack number, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Accordingly, an appropriate stack number is necessary to realize resonance with an expected narrow linewidth. Fig. 4(c) shows the wavelength-dependent spectra with different defect-layer thickness when the stack number is N = 6. When the defect-layer thickness is d D = 130 nm, 160 nm and 190 nm, the linewdiths are 1.96 nm, 1.65 nm and 1.55 nm, respectively. The linewidth decreases with the increase of the thickness of the defect layer as depicted in Fig. 4(d) . It is worth noting that thick defect layer engenders multiple resonant peaks within the forbidden band [31] and thin defect layer might have difficulty in injection of liquid. Moreover, the sensitivity is calculated under different thickness of the defect layer.
Moreover, the sensitivity is calculated under different thickness of the defect layer. When the thickness of the defect layer is 380 nm, 350 nm and 320 nm, the shift ranges of the resonant wavelength are 12.15 nm 11.61 nm and 10.95 nm with the change of the refractive index of the defect layer from 1.4 to 1.43, which indicates that the sensitivity ( λ/ n) is 405 nm/RIU, 387 nm/RIU and 365 nm/RIU, respectively. Consequently, the defect-layer thickness of 380 nm is chosen. Fig. 5 shows the fabrication procedure of the tunable optofluidic Bragg filter. The fabrication procedure has three steps: fabrication of a nanometer-thickness optical cavity with a periodic-film stack, preparation of a cover plate with two holes, and bonding of the cavity with the cover plate. First, owing to the requirement of high surface evenness of fused silica, the surface of all the fused silica plates must be precisely polished. After drilling with a punching machine, Ta 2 O 5 and SiO 2 are alternately deposited on the square fused silica plate with two holes by using a sputtering system. Secondly, for fabricating the nanometer-thickness cavity with a periodic-film stack, before the nanometer-thickness SiO 2 film is deposited, a circular fused silica plate is covered by a circular glass mask of smaller size. Then, periodic films are deposited on the surface of fused silica. Finally, for bonding two fused silica plates, after the two fused silica plates are placed in close contact with each other, the sidewall of the circular fused silica plate is daubed with photosensitive gel. Because the size of the circular fused silica plate is less than that of the square plate, the photosensitive gel flows to the surface of the square plate. Finally, photosensitive gel is irradiated and solidified by ultraviolet (UV) light. The circular plate is closely adhered to the square plate. A photograph of the fabricated optofluidic tunable filter is shown in the Fig. 5(b) . Fig. 5(c) shows the cross-section SEM image of three-layer film. The smooth surface and the clear layered structure can be observed. The thickness of the deposited SiO 2 and Ta 2 O 5 films is 62.4 nm and 96.6 nm.
Fabrication of Optofluidic Bragg Filter
Characteristic of Optofluidic Bragg filter
To obtain solution with different refractive indices, anhydrous CaCl 2 of different masses is blended with deionized water. The concentration of the CaCl 2 solution varies from 0 to 66.7% with an increment of 0.3 g CaCl 2 in 6 g of deionized water. The refractive index of the solution is measured by using a refractometer (LiquiPhysics Excellence RM50). The resonant wavelength is shifted when CaCl 2 solution of different refractive indices is injected into the nanocavity.
In the measurement of the transmitted spectra of the tunable optofluidic Bragg filters, a tungstenhalogen lamp of wavelength ranging from 360 nm to 2000 nm was employed as a light source. Collimated light with a beam size of approximately 600 μm was incident on the tunable optofluidic Bragg filter. The spectra were measured using a spectrometer (USB2000, Ocean Optics). Fig. 6(a) shows the transmitted spectra measured with eight different refractive indices using the proposed filter. The filter has the stack number of N = 6 and the thickness of the defect-layer is d D = 380 nm. The resonant peaks appeared at 531.1, 536.3, 540.5, 546.9, 551.5, 556.5, 562.2, and 565.9 nm when the refractive indices of the injected liquid are 1.3334, 1.3551, 1.3814, 1.4129, 1.4353, 1.4634, 1.4906, and 1.5095, respectively. The variation of the resonant wavelength is caused from the change of optical phase of the Bragg nanocavity, in which the liquid refractive index varies.
In order to validate the relationship between the resonant wavelength and the liquid refractive index, the resonant wavelength is shown in Fig. 6(b) as a function of the liquid refractive index. The error bars are standard deviation of the measured resonant wavelength in the different experimental runs. It indicates that the resonant wavelength increases linearly with the increase of the liquid refractive index. The relationship between the resonant wavelength and the liquid refractive index is well fitted to a straight line expressed as y = 189.83x + 278.11. Meanwhile, the bandwidth is approximately 1.1 nm and a very high extinction ratio of -20.2 dB is achieved. The response time of the filter is mainly related to the stabilization of liquid pressure. In the experiment, the average response time for precise measurement is approximately 40 seconds. Fig. 7 shows the calculated spectra when the stack number is N = 6 and the refractive index of the defect layer is 1.51. The thickness of Ta 2 O 5 film is 50.23 nm, 56.51 nm, and 62.79 nm, respectively. The corresponding linewidth is 1.09 nm, 0.95 nm, and 0.84 nm. The extinction ratio of the calculated results is about -72.2 dB. In contrast to the experimental results, the calculated spectra have narrow linewidth and high extinction ratio. The broadening of the linewidth and the degradation of the extinction ratio in the experiment are resulted from the fabrication error such as the uniformity of the film deposition and the parallel of the Bragg layers above and below the defect layer.
Conclusion
In conclusion, an optofluidic linear filter based on a dielectric-film Bragg filter was designed, simulated, fabricated, and characterized. The device consists of a nanocavity sandwiched by periodic dielectric films in which the parameters are obtained using the commercial software Essentical Macleod. When the Bragg nanocavity was injected into the CaCl 2 solution of different refractive indices, the resonant wavelength could be linearly shifted by up to 34.8 nm. A very high extinction ratio and bandwidth of 1.1 nm were realized. The sensitivity of the refractive index ( λ/ n) is found to be approximately 374 nm/RIU. The proposed device has great potential for tunable optofluidic applications.
